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Abstract
The conflict between Israel and Palestinians significantly escalated after the October 7, 2023 Hamas attack, capturing global attention. To understand the public discourse on this conflict, we present a meticulously compiled dataset—IsamasRed—comprising nearly 400,000 conversations and over 8 million comments from Reddit, spanning from August 2023 to November 2023. We introduce an innovative keyword extraction framework leveraging a large language model to effectively identify pertinent keywords, ensuring a comprehensive data collection. Our initial analysis on the dataset, examining topics, controversy, emotional and moral language trends over time, highlights the emotionally charged and complex nature of the discourse. This dataset aims to enrich the understanding of online discussions, shedding light on the complex interplay between ideology, sentiment, and community engagement in digital spaces.

Introduction
On October 7th, 2023, Hamas militants launched a wide-ranging assault, firing thousands of rockets from Gaza towards Israel and infiltrating towns and villages in southern Israel. The attack resulted in unprecedented Israeli casualties, including more than a thousand deaths and 240 hostages. In response, the Israeli government, led by Prime Minister Netanyahu, launched a counter attack that resulted in massive casualties in Gaza. The ongoing war in the Middle East threatens to further destabilize the region and expand the crisis far beyond the countries involved.

The international response to the Israel-Hamas conflict was swift and divisive. The mass demonstrations and counter demonstrations across the world exposed simmering grievances and cultural fault lines. Loud voices exacerbated deep divisions and generational divides about the legitimacy of Israel vs the legitimacy of Palestine, right to self-defense and self-determination, Zionism vs Palestinian rights, antisemitism vs Islamophobia, etc (Samuel 2023). This debate has grown especially contentious in the U.S., where it is set against the political backdrop of a presidential campaign and ongoing conflict wars.

To better understand public discourse about the Israel-Hamas conflict and how it played out on social media, we aim to collect data from Reddit, a popular social media platform featuring user-generated content within topic-specific communities called subreddits (Anderson 2015; Datta and Adar 2019). Its diversity (Weninger, Zhu, and Han 2013) and active participation (Choi et al. 2015) make Reddit an excellent source for data collection (Jamnik and Lane 2019), particularly on geopolitical issues like the Israel-Hamas conflict. Subreddits allow for focused data gathering, providing insights into public opinion and discourse (Hofmann, Schütze, and Pierrehumbert 2022; Petruzzellis et al. 2023). Conversations on Reddit, including submissions and comments, offer valuable, detailed discussions and diverse viewpoints, contributing significantly to research on complex social and political topics by providing real-time engagement and sentiment analysis (Park et al. 2021; He, May, and Lerman 2023).

When collecting a dataset of public online discussions, researchers use keywords to target data collection to relevant discussions from among the vast volume of message posted online (Chen et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2022; Chang et al. 2023; Chen and Ferrara 2023). However, the keywords used for retrieving messages are usually chosen manually, in an ad hoc manner, which risks biasing data collection. To address this challenge, we introduce a framework that leverages a large language model (Ouyang et al. 2022) to automate keyword extraction, significantly enhancing the identification of relevant keywords. Specifically, we first retrieve Wikipedia pages on the conflict using a small set of seed terms describing the topic. The model then identifies keywords pertinent to the conflict from the pages and scores them based on semantic relevance, leading to a ranked list of keywords. Our approach yields a comprehensive and optimized set of query keywords, which significantly enhances data collection and in-depth analysis of the complex dynamics involved in the conflict.

Focusing on Reddit as a primary source, we use this framework as a systematic strategy for gathering a wide array of perspectives and narratives about the Israel-Hamas conflict. In total, we collect over 400K conversations including more than 8M comments. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first large scale dataset on the Israel-Hamas Conflict discourse on Reddit, and we name our dataset IsamasRed. From IsamasRed, we further identify two subsets, comprising discourse related to Zionism/An-
We present a comprehensive analysis of IsamasRed, focusing on key subreddits to explore the mechanisms of public opinion formation and narrative dynamics. We systematically examine the structural and substantive aspects of user-generated content, employing quantitative methods to track engagement and qualitative approaches to interpret discourse patterns, particularly in response to significant events in the conflict. Specifically, we first measure user endorsement of discussions through the quantity of upvotes and downvotes they have received. We then explore the controversial nature of the conflict, employing Reddit's controversiality indicator to measure debate intensity and understand the polarizing factors that fuel online discussions. To quantify the ethical and emotional dimension of online discourse, we use state-of-the-art transformer models (Devlin et al. 2018; Chochlakis et al. 2023b,a; Guo, Mokhberian, and Lerman 2023) to detect moral sentiments and emotions in posts. This helps better understand the discourse's affective and ethical layers, offering insights into how users align themselves with various aspects of the conflict and how these alignments influence community interactions and narrative construction. Through this multifaceted analysis, our study aims to contribute a rich, contextually informed understanding of the digital discourse surrounding the Israel-Hamas conflict.

In summary, our study makes the following contributions:
(1) We introduce a novel keyword extraction framework that utilizes a large language model to significantly enhance critical keyword identification through semantic and structural analysis. (2) We build a comprehensive dataset (IsamasRed) featuring 400K conversations and 8M comments from Reddit about the Israel-Hamas conflict. (3) We conduct a thorough analysis of this dataset, examining submissions, comments, and conversation threads, alongside deeper analytical dives into user endorsement, controversiality, emotions, and moral sentiments.

Related Work

Social Media and Geopolitical Conflicts

The Israel-Palestine Conflict dates back to the start of 20th century, with unique historical, territorial, and political contexts. Imtiaz et al. (2022) collect tweets regarding this conflict in 2021, and study the stances (pro-Palestinian, pro-Israel, or neutral) of the tweets towards the conflict, before the conflict intensified in 2023. However, few studies on social media analysis have focused on the conflict after the escalation in 2023. In this paper, we aim to fill this gap.

Another ongoing geopolitical conflict with roots in the early 20th century is the Ukraine-Russia Conflict, which escalated in 2022 with Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Existing works have collected extensive social media tweets to facilitate research into various aspects of the conflict, such as social media influence, public engagement, content moderation, and the evolution of conflict narratives (Chen and Ferrara 2023; Pohl et al. 2023; Zhu et al. 2022; Shi, Chen, and Zhao 2023). Guerra and Karakuş (2023) propose a lexicon-based unsupervised sentiment analysis method to measure hope and fear for the conflict using data from Reddit. Krivičić and Martinčić-Ipišć (2023) and Nandurkar et al. (2023) study people’s opinions about the conflict using VADER sentiment analysis on Reddit comments. Hanley, Kumar, and Durumeric (2023) analyzes the coordinated misinformation campaign by Russian state media during the Ukraine invasion.

Keyword Extraction

Keyword extraction is a fundamental task in text mining and natural language processing, serving as a cornerstone for various applications such as information retrieval, content summarization, and topic modeling (Firoozeh et al. 2020; Nasar, Jaffry, and Malik 2019; Barde and Bainwad 2017). The evolution of keyword extraction methods has progressed from statistical approaches like Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004) to transformer-based techniques (Devika et al. 2021). Burghardt et al. (2023) employ SAGE model (Eisenstein, Ahmed, and Xing 2011) for keyword calculation in concern detection, while Grootendorst (2020) introduces keyBERT and keyLLM for advanced keyword extraction. In this work, we propose to use large language models (LLMs) for automatic keyword extraction.

Methods

Automated Keyword Extraction with LLM

Traditional methods to collect social media data on certain topics, such as the COVID-19 pandemic (Chen et al. 2020), abortion rights in the US (Chang et al. 2023), and the Russia-Ukraine war (Chen and Ferrara 2023), use manually-chosen keywords to retrieve relevant posts. However, manual selection is ad hoc and risks introducing unwanted biases into data collection.

To address this challenge, we propose a novel framework that utilizes a large language model (LLM) GPT-4 to automate keyword extraction. The overview of the framework is shown in Figure 1. The process comprises the following steps:

- **Wikipedia page retrieval.** Based on a set of seed terms (Israel–Hamas war, Israel, Hamas, Palestinian, Gaza) relevant to the Israel-Hamas conflict, we retrieve 120 matching Wikipedia pages. Note that the seed terms are directly related to the topic of interest and does not require deliberation. We employ Wikipedia pages due to their comprehensive and neutral coverage of a wide array of topics (He, Mokhberian, and Lerman 2022), including the Israel-Hamas conflict. Wikipedia’s structured, referenced content and its dynamic, continually updated nature provide a balanced and extensive foundation for initial keyword generation. This approach helps mitigate potential biases and ensures that the keywords extracted by our large language model capture the nuanced and evolving nature of the conflict, thereby facilitating a more accurate and insightful collection of social media data.

- **Page filtering.** We use GPT-4 to filter out retrieved pages that are weakly related to the conflict, based on the page dimensions.
Seed terms
Israel–Hamas war, Israel, Hamas, Gaza, Palestinian

International reactions to the 2023 Israel–Hamas war

An ongoing armed conflict between Israel and Hamas-led Palestinian militant groups …

Hamas, Gaza, Hezbollah…

Figure 1: The framework of automated keyword extraction via LLMs. We first retrieve relevant Wikipedia pages using a small set of seed terms. Subsequently, we employ GPT-4 to filter out pages with weak relevance. Each page is then segmented into text chunks to fit the context window of the model. GPT-4 is used to identify keywords from the chunks and score them based on semantic relevance. Finally, the generic keywords not directly related to the topic of interest are filtered out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subreddits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conflict-centric Subreddits</td>
<td>Palestine, IsraelPalestine, AskMiddleEast, IsraelHamasWar, islam, israelexposed, exmuslim, Jewish, Judaism, IsraelCrimes, Palestinian_Violence, AntiSemitismInReddit IsraelWarVideoReport, IsraelUnderAttack, Israel_Palestine, IsraelICYMI, IsraelWar, IsraelPalestineWar_23, MuslimLounge, Muslim, Gaza, MuslimCorner, IsraelVsHamas, Israel, PalestinianvsIsrael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict-inclusive Subreddits</td>
<td>AutoNewspaper, worldnews, news, brasilnoticias, AskReddit, Destiny, 2ndYomKippurWar, CombatFootage, DisneyNewsfeed, TrendingQuickTVnews, Conservative, BreakingNews24hr, conspiracy, EndlessWar, PublicFreakout, politics, NoStupidQuestions, SeenOnNews_longoatil, NBCauto, raceplay, FreeKarma4You, europe, NoFilterNews, worldnewsvideo, TheDeprogram ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The complete 25 conflict-centric subreddits and a subset of 25 conflict-inclusive subreddits.

titles and the first 100 tokens of the pages, using prompt detailed in the Appendix. We are left with 50 pages after the filtering.

- **Page splitting.** We divide the Wikipedia pages into multiple text chunks, of up to 3,000 tokens per chunk. The step is to make sure that the text chunks do not exceed the maximum window size of GPT-4 in the following step of keyword extraction.

- **Keyword extraction.** Given a text chunk, we use GPT-4 to extract keywords from it, along with the importance scores of the keywords. The importance of each keyword is rated on a scale of 0 (least important) to 5 (most important). Please refer to the Appendix for the crafted prompt. For keywords appearing multiple times across different chunks of the same page, we merge them and average their importance values. For the same keywords appear across different pages, we sum their importance values. Ultimately, we rank the extracted keywords based on their importance values, keeping the top 200 most relevant keywords to the conflict.

- **Keyword filtering.** Upon reviewing these top-ranked keywords, we note that they include terms of generic entities, such as social media platforms (TikTok), news organizations (CNN, BBC), countries (US, China), and political figures (Biden). These keywords are too general for retrieving social media posts related to the conflict. We use GPT-4 to filter out the general keywords, resulting in a list of 174 keywords specific to the Israel-Hamas conflict, providing a basis for subsequent data collection and analysis. The prompt for keyword filtering using GPT-4 is shown in the Appendix.

**Data Collection**
We downloaded the Reddit data dump from Academic Torrent¹, which collects Reddit submissions using the Pushshift

¹https://academictorrents.com/
API (Baumgartner et al. 2020). This dataset spans from August 2023 to November 2023 and encompasses all submissions (also called “posts”) and comments across various subreddits.

To filter the submissions related to the Israel-Hamas conflict, we start with keyword matching on the submissions. Specifically, if the title of the submission contains at least one word from the extracted keyword list, the submission is considered a match. We count the number of matched submissions for each subreddit. From the top submissions with the most matched submissions, we select 25 conflict-centric subreddits (e.g., r/IsraelPalestine and r/IsraelHamasWar) and 75 conflict-inclusive subreddits (e.g., r/AutoNewspaper and r/worldnews). Conflict-centric subreddits are the ones primarily focused on the specific conflict, and conflict-inclusive subreddits are not centered on the conflict but frequently feature relevant content. We present the 25 conflict-centric subreddits and a subset of 25 conflict-inclusive subreddits in Table 1. For the complete set of the 75 conflict-inclusive subreddits please refer to the Appendix. For conflict-centric subreddits, all submissions and their successor comments are collected to our dataset. For conflict-inclusive subreddits with a mix of relevant and irrelevant submissions, we only filter the matched ones and the comments. Table 2 presents the statistics of our dataset Israel-HamasReddit (IsamasRed).

Discourse Subsets: Zionism & Palestinian Rights

The impact of the Israel-Hamas conflict has reverberated internationally, leading to heated online debates about Zionism, antisemitism, “Free Palestine” movement and Islamophobia. Zionism and antisemitism are often intertwined with Israeli and Jewish identities and the perceptions of bias or prejudice. Similarly, the “Free Palestine” movement and charges of Islamophobia can reflect stances on Palestinian rights and anti-Muslim sentiments. In this regard, we compile two subsets on top of IsamasRed, namely IsamasRed-Z and IsamasRed-P, pertinent to Zionism/antisemitism and Free Palestine/Islamophobia topics respectively. We employ our method of automated keyword extraction with LLM again to identify keywords pertinent to these two topics. Specifically, for Zionism/antisemitism, we use seed terms Zionism and antisemitism to retrieve the Wikipedia pages, and for Free Palestine/Islamophobia we use Free Palestine and islamophobia. The extracted keywords for the two topics are listed in the Appendix. With the keywords, we filter the relevant submissions from IsamasRed and curate IsamasRed-Z and IsamasRed-P datasets. The statistics of these two datasets are shown in Table 2.

Statistical Analysis

In this section we conduct an initial analysis on the statistics of our dataset.

Submissions and Comments

In the context of the Israel-Hamas conflict, user-generated submissions on Reddit typically encompass news articles, analytical think pieces, opinion editorials, and personal narratives directly related to the evolving situation. These submissions provide updates on the conflict, delve into the international ramifications, and often present historical context. In response, comments become a dynamic forum for further discussion, allowing users to debate varied perspectives, share additional insights, or present contrasting viewpoints. This interactive layer enriches the discourse, enabling a multifaceted exploration of public’s reactions to the conflict.

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the number of submissions and comments posted over time in IsamasRed, IsamasRed-Z and IsamasRed-P, reflecting user engagement patterns. Following the Hamas attack on October 7, there is a clear exponential growth in both submissions and comments, signifying increased community attention to the conflict. There is a discernible spike in submissions at the beginning of October, indicating the escalating tensions or significant events leading to the conflict. It is also observed that submissions and comments related to “Zionism and antisemitism” are more dominant than those concerning “Free Palestine and Islamophobia.”

Conversations

A Reddit conversation is an interactive exchange that starts with an original submission and evolves through subsequent user comments and replies, forming a structured discussion. Each conversation is associated with a submission. Conversations about the Israel-Hamas conflict provide insights into public sentiment, evolving viewpoints, and the complexities of community interaction. Reflecting prevailing sentiments and controversies, these discussions explore various aspects
of the conflict through a nested, branching structure. As they evolve, early comments may influence the trajectory of the dialogue, with new information and perspectives emerging as more users participate. In Figure 2, we show the distribution of conversation lengths in IsamasRed, which is skewed: the vast majority of conversations have one hundred comments or less, although a few conversations have thousands of comments.

### Subreddits

Subreddits function as community-driven forums on Reddit, each focusing on a specific topic. For a topic like the Israel-Hamas conflict, a relevant subreddit would serve as a dedicated space where individuals interested in this subject can share and discuss news articles, personal opinions, and questions about the war. Figure 4 shows the top 20 subreddits based on the volume of posts and comments. Conflict-inclusive subreddits categorized under news tend to exhibit higher frequency, attributable to their larger user base and their higher activity levels. Furthermore, the topical relevance of the Israel-Hamas conflict to these news forums contributes to their prominence in our findings. Additionally, certain conflict-centric subreddits like r/IsraelPalestine, r/AskMiddleEast, and r/islam manifest heightened activity levels due to their direct relevance to the conflict.

### Semantic Analysis

In this section, we analyze the semantics of comments in IsamasRed, including user engagement, controversiality, moral foundations, and emotions.

#### User Endorsement

User endorsement metrics, such as the popularity score (the number of upvotes minus the number of downvotes), the ratio of upvotes, and total upvotes, offer valuable insights for analyzing the influence and reach of social media discussions surrounding the conflict. We show the popularity scores comments and the number of unique active users over time in Figure 5. There is a significant spike in the popularity score immediately following the beginning of November. This spike likely reflects a surge in user engagement and interest in the conflict, resulting in more active voting on related content. However, there is a consistent flat line before November due to the API update strategy. Following the initial peak, the popularity score settles into a pattern of fluctuation, which may indicate ongoing but less intense engagement with the topic as the conflict continues.

We further verified user engagement in the conflict, as indicated by the daily count of unique authors. There is a pronounced peak around the same time as the beginning of the Israel-Hamas conflict around October 7th, suggesting that the beginning of the conflict motivated a large number of users to contribute to the conversation. This influx of authors could be due to heightened interest, a desire to share information, or to express opinions and reactions to the unfolding events. Following the spike, the number of unique authors shows a more consistent downward trend, suggesting that fewer new contributors are joining the discussion over time.

### Controversiality

The controversy in the Israel-Hamas conflict discourse on Reddit stems from its complex historical and political roots, highly charged emotions (Chen et al. 2023), diverse global perspectives, and the intricate mix of legitimate critique and prejudice. This mix of factors creates grounds for heated, often contentious, debates among users with deeply held convictions and backgrounds. IsamasRed includes a binary controversiality indicator for comments, automatically as-
Figure 4: Top 20 largest subreddits by the number of (a) submissions and (b) comments.

Figure 5: Popularity score and the number of unique authors of comments over time.

Figure 6(a) shows the number of controversial comments over time, showing a notable increase on October 7th, the date of the Hamas attack. An additional increase in controversy is seen in early November, which might be attributed to the data collection methodology of Pushshift API. Overall, the analysis suggests that the Israel-Hamas conflict has led to an increase in controversial comments, reflecting the intensified discourse and engagement on this topic.

In Figure 6(b), we present the relationship between the ratio of controversial comments and total number of comments across various subreddits. Each dot represents a subreddit. In general, subreddits with a high volume of comments (e.g., r/news) also have a significant number of controversial comments. These subreddits have more participants, leading to increased interactions and voting dynamics. Subreddits with larger numbers of comments, such as r/worldnews, show a lower ratio of controversial comments, potentially due to a broader audience, a wider variety of discussions, and strict moderation rules, diluting the concentration of controversy.

**Moral Foundations**

The moral dimensions of the discussions of war often revolve around the foundations of care (and harm) for human lives, fairness (and cheating), loyalty to (and betrayal of) group or national identity, respect for authority and historical claims (or subversion of these), and the sanctity (or degradation) of religious or ideological beliefs. These moral foundations underpin the culture of diverse groups and drive the ethical and political values that individuals bring to these discussions.

We use the Domain Adaptation Moral Foundation (DAMF) model (Guo, Mokhberian, and Lerman 2023) to label the moral dimensions of Reddit comments. DAMF employs a data fusion framework to enhance language models for morality inference across heterogeneous datasets. For each comment it assigns ten distinct binary labels reflecting moral foundations: care, harm, fairness, cheating, loyalty, betrayal, authority, subversion, purity, and degradation, as shown in Figure 7(a).

The most prominent foundation is harm, which shows a significant rise around the start of the conflict, indicating a surge in discussions or events related to harm or suffering. This is followed by a notable but less pronounced peak in care and subversion, indicating an elevated discourse around...
nurturing, protection, or potential defiance and upheaval in response to the conflict. *Fairness* and *betrayal*, which could suggest a response to perceived injustices or treacheries related to the conflict’s events. Meanwhile, *purity* declines post-conflict, suggesting a reduced emphasis on sanctity or corruption within the narrative. Other moral foundations remain relatively stable but at lower confidence levels, indicating these themes were less dominant in the discourse. The overall pattern suggests that the moral rhetoric during this period was dominated by considerations of harm and subversion of authority, which are often central in conflict situations.

**Emotions**

Emotions are an important driver of user engagement with online communities. Emotions shape perspectives, foster solidarity or division, and impact the quality of discourse. These emotional expressions influence how participants perceive and discuss the conflict, often leading to passionate, polarized debates. Understanding the emotional dimensions of discourse is vital for interpreting the dynamics of the discussions within the dataset. We run an emotion indicator model (Chochlakis et al. 2023b,a) on the comments in IsamasRed. The model enhances detection by exploiting label correlations and integrating pairwise constraints, achieving improved performance and robustness across multiple languages. For each comment, we measure the following emotions: *fear*, *anger*, *enjoyment*, *sadness*, *disgust/contempt*, and each comment can have multiple emotions.

The emotional analysis of IsamasRed is shown in Figure 7(b), revealing a predominance of negative emotions, with *anger*, *fear*, and *sadness* markedly increasing after the start of the conflict. The positive emotions, such as *enjoyment*, decline. *Disgust/contempt* is the most prevalent emotion throughout the period, reflecting the strong negative feelings of Reddit users related to the war’s events. The sustained levels of *anger* could also indicate a continuous dialogue or narrative around aggression and blame. The sharp decrease in *enjoyment* at the conflict’s outset is predictably low, overshadowed by the negative context of war. In addition, *fear* spikes with the conflict’s onset, reflecting increased anxiety, while *sadness* shows persistent grief over the war’s duration. *Disgust/contempt*, maintaining a high and steady presence throughout the timeline, shows that there is a considerable sense of revulsion or moral judgment, possibly towards acts of violence, the conditions of the war, or the behaviors of certain actors within it.

**Release and Access**

Our dataset and code are publicly available on Github² and Zenodo³. The repository contains samples of five hundred submissions, comments, and conversations, along with the full ids. Due to the Reddit privacy policy, please contact the authors for access to the texts in the entire dataset.

**Limitations**

First, the keyword extraction adopts an English-centric approach. Therefore, IsamasRed might not encompass sufficient multilingual discourse on the topic, especially the main languages of the Israel-Hamas conflict, i.e., Hebrew and Arabic.

Second, the keywords are extracted from Wikipedia pages, but they are used for data collection on Reddit. There might be some discrepancy in term usage about the conflict between Wikipedia and Reddit, so some keywords extracted from Wikipedia barely helped in data collection on Reddit.

In addition, the keywords are extracted by GPT-4, and the bias inherent in the model may be propagated into this process(Santurkar et al. 2023; He et al. 2024).

---

²https://github.com/kaichen23/israel-hamas
³https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10494990
Moreover, users may deliberately misspell some words (e.g., Isnotreal and g3nocid3) when discussing the conflict on Reddit, which cannot be collected by our method. Moreover, since the keywords are mostly in English.

Last, the data collection relies on third-party sources, resulting in data deficiency from August 20th to August 30th due to the glitch from the sources, as can be observed from Figure 3, 5, 6(a), 7.
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**Paper Checklist**

1. For most authors...
   (a) Would answering this research question advance science without violating social contracts, such as violating privacy norms, perpetuating unfair profiling, exacerbating the socio-economic divide, or implying disrespect to societies or cultures? Yes, see the Ethical Statement.
   (b) Do your main claims in the abstract and introduction accurately reflect the paper’s contributions and scope? Yes.
   (c) Do you clarify how the proposed methodological approach is appropriate for the claims made? Yes, see the Method.
   (d) Do you clarify what are possible artifacts in the data used, given population-specific distributions? Yes, see the Subreddits.

2. Additionally, if your study involves hypotheses testing...
   (a) Did you clearly state the assumptions underlying all theoretical results? NA
   (b) Have you provided justifications for all theoretical results? NA
   (c) Did you discuss competing hypotheses or theories that might challenge or complement your theoretical results? NA
   (d) Have you considered alternative mechanisms or explanations that might account for the same outcomes observed in your study? NA
   (e) Did you address potential biases or limitations in your theoretical framework? NA
   (f) Have you related your theoretical results to the existing literature in social science? NA
   (g) Did you discuss the implications of your theoretical results for policy, practice, or further research in the social science domain? NA

3. Additionally, if you are including theoretical proofs...
   (a) Did you state the full set of assumptions of all theoretical results? NA
   (b) Did you include complete proofs of all theoretical results? NA

4. Additionally, if you ran machine learning experiments...
   (a) Did you include the code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experimental results (either in the supplemental material or as a URL)? Yes, see the Release and Access.
   (b) Did you specify all the training details (e.g., data splits, hyperparameters, how they were chosen)? NA
   (c) Did you report error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experiments multiple times)? NA
   (d) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type of GPUs, internal cluster, or cloud provider)? NA
   (e) Do you justify how the proposed evaluation is sufficient and appropriate to the claims made? NA
   (f) Do you discuss what is “the cost” of misclassification and fault (in)tolerance? NA
5. Additionally, if you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets, **without compromising anonymity...**
   (a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? **Yes.**
   (b) Did you mention the license of the assets? **No**, because the models are publicly available for academic research.
   (c) Did you include any new assets in the supplemental material or as a URL? **NA**
   (d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re using/curating? **NA**
   (e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable information or offensive content? **Yes, see the Ethical Statement.**
   (f) If you are curating or releasing new datasets, did you discuss how you intend to make your datasets FAIR (see FORCE11 (2020))? **Yes, see the Release and Access.**
   (g) If you are curating or releasing new datasets, did you create a Datasheet for the Dataset (see Gebru et al. (2021))? **Yes.**

6. Additionally, if you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects, **without compromising anonymity...**
   (a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots? **NA**
   (b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with mentions of Institutional Review Board (IRB) approvals? **NA**
   (c) Did you include the estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount spent on participant compensation? **NA**
   (d) Did you discuss how data is stored, shared, and de-identified? **NA**

**Appendix**

**Prompt Template for Wikipedia Pages Filtering**

Evaluate the content of the Wikipedia page titled [page_name] to determine if it is related to [topic]. Consider the page name and the first 100 words of the content. Output only **YES** if the content is related to the war; otherwise, output **NO**.

First 100 words: [first_100_words]

**Prompt Template for Keyword Extraction**

Please analyze the provided text chunk from the Wikipedia page about [topic]. Your task is to extract keywords that are directly related to this topic. Each keyword should be no longer than three tokens. After identifying these keywords, evaluate their importance for the purpose of social media message filtration. Rate each keyword’s importance on a scale from 0 to 5, where 0 means the keyword is least important and 5 means it is extremely important for filtering messages. Present the output as a list of keyword-importance pairs, separated by commas. Format each pair with the keyword followed by a colon and its importance rating. For example, `'keyword1: 4, keyword2: 2'`. The output should be a continuous string text without any line breaks or bullet points.

Text: [text]

**Prompt Template for Keyword Filtering**

Please filter the provided list of keywords based on the following criteria:
1. Exclude any keywords that are names of countries or presidents.
2. Exclude any keywords that are names of news organizations or social media platforms, such as `'TikTok'` or `'BBC'`.
3. In the list, if a keyword contains another keyword, remove the longer keyword. For example, if the list includes both `'2023 Israel-Hamas war'` and `'Hamas'`, remove `'2023 Israel-Hamas war'`.

Your task is to process the list and return a filtered set of keywords that meet these criteria. Please present the filtered keywords in a list format.

Keyword list: [keyword_list]

**Retrieved Wikipedia Pages for IsamasRed**

Israel-Hamas war, Islamophobia during the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, Israeli war cabinet, Killing of journalists in the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, Killing of Shani Louk, List of engagements during the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, List of journalists killed in the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, March for Israel, Mass detentions in the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, Media coverage of the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, Misinformation in the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, Nukhba (Hamas), Outline of the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, Palestinian genocide accusation, Siege of Gaza City, Timeline of the 2023 Israel–Hamas war, Turkish support for Hamas, United Nations General Assembly Resolution ES-10.21, United States support for Israel in the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, Use of human shields by Hamas, Violent incidents in reaction to the 2023 Israel–Hamas war, War crimes in the 2023 Israel-Hamas war
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